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A twisting international spy thriller, The Righteous Spy is a shocking page turner that portrays a clandestine world
in which moral transgressions serve higher causes. A must-read for fans of Homeland, Fauda and The Americans, it
will also appeal to readers of Charles Cumming and John le Carré.
Eli Amiran is Mossad’s star spy runner and the man responsible for bringing unparalleled intelligence to the Israeli
agency. Now, he’s leading an audacious operation in the UK that feeds his ambition but threatens his conscience.
The British and the Americans have intel Mossad desperately need. To force MI6 and the CIA into sharing their priceless
information, Eli and his maverick colleague Rafi undertake a risky mission to trick their allies: faking a terrorist plot on
British soil.
But in the world of espionage, the game is treacherous, opaque and deadly…
‘A tense, compelling thriller, The Righteous Spy combines the high drama of a spy story with a clear-eyed telling of
the grubby compromises and betrayals that are the reality of agents’ lives. With vividly drawn characterisation and
a gripping plot, I couldn’t put it down’ – Harriet Tyce, author of Blood Orange
‘Relentless - goes where le Carré fears to tread. Merle Nygate’s characters, their tradecraft and their dramas leap
off the page in a spy tale that is as gripping as it is authentic’ – Martin Fletcher, author of Promised Land

Merle Nygate is a screenwriter, script editor, screenwriting lecturer and novelist;
she’s worked on BAFTA winning TV, New York Festival audio drama and written
original sitcoms; previously she worked for BBC Comedy Commissioning as well as
writing and script editing across multiple genres. Most recently, Merle completed
her first espionage novel which won the Little Brown/UEA Crime Fiction Award. It
was described by the judge as 'outstanding’. If you are intrigued about her
background check out her website www.merlenygate.com.
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